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leave no stone unturned
For more than 35 years, Eldorado Stone® has been refining the art of architectural stone veneer. Today, Eldorado Stone is 

recognized for creating stone veneer that is truly believable. Rich in texture, full of character and true to nature’s amazing palette. 

In a word: authentic. It’s no wonder that Eldorado Stone is specified by discriminating architects, builders, designers and masons 

throughout the world.

Though this is a comprehensive product catalog, it simply can’t tell the entire story. To fully appreciate Eldorado Stone, you’ve got to 

see it to believe it. Start by visiting www.eldoradostone.com to view inspirational installations of unique products and projects. Then, 

visit your local Eldorado Stone distributor. You’ll find a wide array of stone samples where reps are available to answer questions 

and recommend local masons skilled in the art of installing Eldorado Stone. They may even be able to direct you to some Eldorado 

installations where the world’s most believable architectural stone veneer can be seen firsthand.

In short, we encourage you to leave no stone unturned. The more you know about Eldorado Stone the more convinced you’ll be that  

it is worthy of your next project. Eldorado Stone. The Most Believable Architectural Stone Veneer in the World.tm

03

looking for inspiration?

See how some of the most talented architects and designers nationwide have 
combined shape, texture, color, volume and light to create unique and 
memorable spaces with stone. 

To find out how you can obtain The Allure of Permanence, an exquisite 160 page 
full-color hardbound book, visit www.eldoradostone.com or call 800.925.1491.

The Allure of Permanence



Orchard Cypress Ridge with an overgrout technique

nationwide profiles
Every piece of Eldorado Stone® is cast from a special mold of an actual natural stone, selected for its exceptional shape, 

texture and character. Each stone is hand-finished by highly trained Eldorado Stone artisans using a variety of natural 

mineral oxides which infuse each stone with rich, authentic tones. The distinctive, one of a kind process is Eldorado’s 

alone, and it’s also what guarantees The Most Believable Architectural Stone Veneer in the World.tm

Some stone profiles transcend geography. These are the stones that are as popular in Massachusetts as they are in 

Oregon, as desirable in Virginia as they are in Wyoming. These are the stones that comprise the Nationwide profiles  

of Eldorado Stone.

So, whether you’re remodeling a farmhouse in Pennsylvania, building a lodge in Colorado, restoring a ranch in  

Arizona or renovating a coastal home in California, there’s a Nationwide profile — or combination of Nationwide 

profiles — for the job.

04



orchard Cypress Ridge

countryside Cypress Ridge

summerhouse Cypress Ridge

nationwide 05

Cypress Ridge tm

la plata Bluffstone

Bodega Bluffstone

mineret Bluffstone

coos Bay Bluffstone

prescott Bluffstone

Bluffstone tm



durango Mountain Ledge

pioneer Mountain Ledge Panels

mesa Verde Mountain Ledge

silVerton Mountain Ledge Panels

Bitteroot Mountain Ledge

russet Mountain Ledge Panels

sierra Mountain Ledge

shasta Mountain Ledge

yukon Mountain Ledge

Mountain Ledge

Mountain Ledge Panels

06 nationwide

simplifying large-scale installation

Mountain Ledge Panels are shaped like Mountain Ledge stones (above) but they 
are precast as a panel system to facilitate ease of installation where larger stones 
are needed for a greater expanse or height. The simplicity of this panel system 
retains the appearance of Mountain Ledge’s precision hand-laid dry-stack set. 

Mountain Ledge Panel detail



Durango Mountain Ledge with a dry-stack grout technique

nationwide 07



Veneto Fieldledge with an overgrout technique

Molano Hillstone with an overgrout technique

08 nationwide



Veneto Fieldledge

molano Hillstone

umBria Fieldledge

Verona Hillstone

meseta Fieldledge

lucera Hillstone

padoVa Fieldledgeandante Fieldledge

Bergamo Hillstone

Fieldledge®

Hillstone®

nationwide 09



cascade Rustic Ledge

nantucket Stacked Stone

saratoga Rustic Ledge

alderwood Stacked Stone

sawtooth Rustic Ledge

pagosa springs Stacked Stone

saddleBack Rustic Ledge

castaway Stacked Stone

sequoia Rustic Ledge

santa fe Stacked Stone

clearwater Rustic Ledge

chapel hill Stacked Stone

Rustic Ledge®

Stacked Stone

10 nationwide



Sequoia Rustic Ledge with a dry-stack grout technique

Alderwood Stacked Stone with a dry-stack grout technique

nationwide 11



Shilo Limestone with an overgrout technique

12 nationwide

Vineyard Trail RoughCut with a standard grout technique



wheatfield RoughCut

Wheatfield RoughCut with an overgrout technique

york Limestone

Vineyard trail RoughCut

shilo Limestone

autumn leaf RoughCut

saVannah Limestone

san marino Limestone

castillo Limestone

RoughCut tm

Limestone

nationwide 13

the impact of grout

Grout techniques can dramatically alter the look of any particular stone 
profile. Compared to the dry-stack technique above, the Wheatfield 
RoughCut profile at left is shown with an overgrout technique. For more 
information visit “The Impact of Grout” installation section at:  
www.eldoradostone.com.



santa BarBara Ashlar

fairmont Ashlar

Bedford Ashlar

Ashlar

14 nationwide

colorado River Rock

rainier River Rock

rio grande River Rock

yakima River Rock

saginaw River Rock

River Rock

perfect for commercial applications

Eldorado’s Ashlar profile is a more formal, rectangular-shaped stone that 
works well on larger surface areas. Its pattern and dimensions, both in 
height and length make for easier installation.



la quinta Top Rock

somerset Shadow Rock

Buckhorn Top Rock

shenandoah Shadow Rock

montana Top Rock

Bronze Shadow Rock

chesapeake Shadow Rock

dakota Top Rock

teton Shadow Rock

Top Rock

Shadow Rock

nationwide 15



16 nationwide

cognac Country Rubble

Bella Country Rubblecapri Country Rubble polermo Country Rubble

Country Rubble tm

lantana Cliffstone

manzanita Cliffstone

mesquite Cliffstone

camBria Cliffstone

ponderosa Cliffstone

montecito Cliffstone

Cliffstone®



Manzanita Cliffstone with a dry-stack grout technique

nationwide 17



cassis ModenaBrick

cortona ViaBrick

panzano ModenaBrick

delsol ViaBrick

portofino ModenaBrick

canterBury ViaBrick

ViaBrick®

ModenaBrick®

eldorado brick®

All the romance. All the warmth. All the authenticity 
and all the dramatic potential of brick. And more. 
Molded from centuries-old European dwellings, 
every Eldorado Brick® has the distinct earthen 
texture and Old-World character that captures the 
eye and warms the heart. Each individual brick has 
irregularly-sized dimensions and subtle color blends 
that complement the overall visual appeal. 

Standard brick looks somewhat commonplace in 
its conformity. But, Eldorado Brick is a chunk of 
history. Available in four distinctive profiles and 
fourteen color palettes, Eldorado Brick provides 
endless opportunities for creative, innovative 
installation expressions. 

Bracciano RomaBrick with an overgrout technique 

18 nationwide



rosewood TundraBrick

stonemill TundraBrick

riVerBed TundraBrick

TundraBrick®

Beachwalk TundraBrick

nationwide 19

Bracciano RomaBrick

Brolio RomaBrick 

araBella RomaBrick castello RomaBrick

RomaBrick®

dimensions & textures unlike conventional brick 

RomaBrick has a wider proportioned, slightly thicker form. TundraBrick 
is a classically-shaped profile with slightly squared edges that are chiseled 
and worn. ViaBrick is proportioned similar to RomaBrick, but smaller in 
form and ModenaBrick, conventionally sized, has soft corners and round, 
beveled edges.



20 nationwide

Bracciano RomaBrick with an overgrout technique



trim molding

11.5" L

2" H

4.5" W

column cap

Brick surround

11.5" L

3" H

5.25" W

wall cap

crown detail

2.875" W
11.5" L

2" H

half rounds

3.75" L

3.625" W

1.25" H

3 sizes available:
23.75" L x 21.75" W x 2" H 
23.75" L x 17.75" W x 2" H 
23.75" L x 11.75" W x 2" H

3 sizes available:
25.5" L x 25.5" W x 3" H 

21.75" L x 21.75" W x 3" H 
17.75" L x 17.75" W x 3" H

eldorado brick® accents
A full complement of architectural accents — crowns, 
moldings, caps, half rounds and trim — are 
manufactured with the same array of colors (fourteen 
individual palettes) as Eldorado’s brick profiles. 
Each Eldorado Brick Accent works perfectly with each 
Eldorado Brick profile.

The unique color blends of all the Eldorado Brick 
Accents can also complement a variety of Eldorado 
Stone profiles.

A column of Cortona ViaBrick and a wall of Lucera Hillstone, both  
with an overgrout technique. Installed with Cortona column and wall  
cap accents.

nationwide 21



4.5 “

5.5"

8.5"

4.5"

All lintels are approximately 6" in height and 2.75" thick

Approximately 1" to 1.75" thick

6"

Available in 24", 30", 36" and 42" lengths

22 nationwide

eldorado stone® accents
Eldorado Stone® Accents are the perfect complement 
to architectural stone veneers. The finished detail 
of Eldorado Accents capture the essence of masonry 
craftsmanship. Every piece is custom made; molded 
to replicate sculptural detail and efficiently produced 
as modular pieces that can be easily installed as 
lightweight adhered veneers. 

Eldorado Stone Accents fit right, look good and cost 
less. They are available in a selection of colors.

LEFT: Santa Barbara Coarsed Stone with Buckskin Ashlar Wall Cap.
BELOW: Available Eldorado Stone Accent colors.

window surround

lintel

Taupe Earth Smoke Buckskin



16" 16"

12"

16 x 16 x 12

straight

90°

7.5" 

7.5"

135°

3"

2.5"

2"

 corner quoins 

 Approximately 1.5" to 3" thick 

 wainscot sill 

nationwide 23

Eldorado Stone® Accents

12 x 16 x 12

12"

12" 16"

12"

12" 12"

12 x 12 x 12

19.75" 

8"
8"



7.75" 

15.5" 

cut head

left or right

Approximately 1.5" to 2.5" thick

5"

11.5" 

keystone

9.5"

window sill 

straight 

keystone

9.5" 

9.5" 

5"

5 “

4"

26"

4"

24"

window sill 

 left or right 

18"

 traVertine trim head stones with keystone

5"

2"

1.25"

4"

3.75" 

3"

1.5" 

24 nationwide

17.75"

17"

7.75" 

cut head

straight

Approximately 1.5" to 2.5" thick
 

Eldorado Stone® Accents

corner molding 

left or right

trim molding

straight 

18"

5 “



6"4"

9.5" 

9.5" 

4" 12"

6 x 9.5 x 4

4"

9.5" 

18" 

18 x 9.5 x 4

12 x 9.5 x 4

8"

6"

5"

9"

5"

15"

8"

trim stones

Approximately 2" thick

13"

5.5"

11"

window quoins

Approximately 1.25" to 2.5" thick

nationwide 25

Eldorado Stone® Accents

archstones & trim stones

 keystone archstone

Approximately 1.5" to 2" thick



11"

2.5"

riVer rock fireplace surround & hearthstones

20"

20"

2"

standard hearthstone

River Rock Hearthstones, Keystones and Surrounds match either 
Colorado, Rio Grande, Saginaw, Yakima or Rainier River Rock 
profiles. Keystone sold separately from surround.  Hearth stones 
cover 10 square feet. Surrounds cover 10 linear feet.

7"
mantle & mantle Bracket

Mantles are available in two sizes: 8" x 48" x 2" or  12" x 48" x 2"

26 nationwide

lightBox electrical Boxes

8"

8" 6"

8"

8" 8"

8"

12"

Eldorado Stone® Accents

8"

10"

9.5"

11"



ashlar wall cap

12" x 16", 12"x 17" and 12" x 20"

Approximately 5.75" to 6.5" thick

peaked wall cap 

12" x 20"  (2.375" sides with a 3.5" peak)

16" x 20"  (2" sides with a 3.5" peak)

rustic wall caps

18" x 24" 24" x 24" 30" x 24"

Approximately 5.75" to 7" thick

textured column caps

18" x 18" x 2.5" 22" x 22" x 2.5" 26" x 26" x 2.5"

Cap peak approximately 5.5"

Available with or without hole

nationwide 27

Eldorado Stone® Accents

flagstone wall  &  column cap

6" x 37" wall cap 24" x 24" column cap

9" x 37" wall cap 24" x 30" column cap

12" x 37" wall cap

Wall caps approximately 2.25" thick. 
Column caps approximately 2.5" thick

Ships with approxi-
mately 1/3 each of  
three sizes
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respecting regional  
distinctions
Out of profound respect for regional 

building materials and styles, Eldorado 

Stone® has developed and refined its 

Regional Profiles. Eldorado’s Regional 

Profiles include shapes and colors from 

three of the most influential regions of 

the country: the East, the West, and the 

Northwest.

The stones in our Regional Profiles are 

the product of countless stone-gathering 

trips into the fields, meadows, mountains, 

canyons, and riverbanks that grace 

different parts of our country. They are 

also the result of careful study of great 

American stone architecture – from the 

classic stone houses of Pennsylvania and 

the adobe ranch houses of New Mexico,  

to ledgestone homes of Colorado.

Now, Eldorado Stone invites you to 

explore our Regional Profiles. As you 

do, please keep this in mind: Eldorado 

Stone veneer isn’t limited to façades. 

Increasingly, it’s installed inside the 

home. Innovative designers know that 

kitchens, family rooms, master suites 

and bathrooms can all benefit from 

a handsome Eldorado installation. 

Eldorado Stone is also having a dramatic 

impact on patios, garden walls and 

outdoor fireplaces. And, in restaurants, 

hotels and many other commercial 

applications too. The potential design  

applications for Eldorado Stone are  

limited only by the imagination.
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Nationwide Profiles and Accents manufactured throughout the continental United 
States are available through our certified network of Dealers and Distributors. We 
also offer a variety of Regional Profiles manufactured in your specific region. They 
are indigenous stones developed for local architectural styles and color palettes.  

For more information please contact Eldorado Stone toll free at 800.925.1491 or 
visit www.eldoradostone.com. 

n at i o n
w i d e
eastern
region
western
region

n o r t h
western

in canada, eldorado stone is serViced By nationwide, eastern and northwestern regional 
product lines. for additional information contact eldorado stone at 800.925.1491.
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Charleston Mountain Ledge with a dry-stack grout technique

eastern profiles   
Dating back to colonial times, the Eastern region of the United States has a rich tradition of building with stone. 

The Mid-Atlantic states in particular, including New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, and Pennsylvania, were 

blessed with plentiful and easily accessible stone — from the ashlar-shaped stone types of New York to the randomness 

of Pennsylvania rubble. The stone architecture of the region also benefited from the skilled stone workers who 

immigrated here, particularly from Scotland, Germany, Italy, and the Scandinavian countries.

Eastern region architectural styles were often built with an abundance of stone. From the early 17th and 18th century 

Georgian, Colonial and Federal styles symmetrically ordered and gracefully detailed, to simplified farmhouses, stone 

types selected for specific styles remain esteemed depictions for that particular architectural statement.

Eldorado’s Eastern Profiles — Mountain Ledge, Country Rubble, Limestone, Castle Stone, among others — respects 

the shapes, textures and color palettes of the stone types found in the region. 

30



asheVille Mountain Ledge

charleston Mountain Ledge

lexington Mountain Ledge

timBerwood Mountain Ledge

chestnut ridge Mountain Ledge

walnut ridge Mountain Ledge

eastern 31

saniBel CoastalReef pearl white CoastalReef

Mountain Ledge

CoastalReef tm



alderidge Country Rubble

eastridge Castle Stone crescent peak Shadow Rock

millstream Country Rubble

ironwood Shadow Rock

Berkshire Country Rubble

springfield Castle Stone

willow Shadow Rock

riVer gorge Country Rubble

32 eastern

Bridgeport Limestone

new haVen Limestone

Country Rubble tm Limestone

Shadow RockCastle Stone



Bridgeport Limestone with an overgrout technique

eastern 33



34 eastern

Amber Falls Weather Edge with a dry-stack grout technique



columBia Granite

superior River Rock

grandView Ledge Quartz

mackinac Granite

amBer falls Weather Edge

north peak Ledge Quartz

deerfield Weather Edge

oliVe groVe Bluffstone

woodlands Bluffstone

eastern 35

River RockBluffstone tmWeather Edgetm

Granite Ledge Quartz tm
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Custom Blend Coastal Ledge with a dry-stack grout technique

western profiles
Think of the American West and what comes to mind: buildings made of stone that almost blend in with the landscape; 

sprawling ranch style homes on the windswept prairie plains; Spanish colonial architecture with breezeways that welcome 

the elements; even adobe, the classic Southwestern brick made from earth and straw.

Eldorado Stone’s Western Regional Profiles include, among others, Rustic Ledge, Quarrystone, Coarsed Stone, River 

Rock and Country Rubble. Each admires the shapes, textures and color palettes of the stone types found in the region. 

In addition, Eldorado Stone® now offers one of the most versatile and revered materials in the history of architecture: 

adobe. For those interested in capturing the essence of the indigenous architecture of the southwestern United States, 

Eldorado Adobe® is an excellent choice.

Respecting the regional distinctions that help us develop and refine appropriate regional profiles is what makes

Eldorado Stone the manufacturer of The Most Believable Architectural Stone Veneer in the World.tm



santa BarBara Coarsed Stone

saniBel CoastalReef

santa BarBara Coastal Ledge

la Jolla Coastal Ledge

pearl white CoastalReef

santa cruz Coastal Ledge

western 37

prairie Rustic Ledge

pinetop Rustic Ledge Jackson Valley Quarrystone

CoastalReef tm 

Coarsed Stone tmCoastal Ledge tm

Rustic Ledge® Quarrystone®



tomBstone Cobblestone

oakridge Mountain Ledge

newport Cobblestone

Buckskin Mountain Ledge

coal canyon Cobblestone

38 western

monterey Limestone

austin cream Limestone

appalachian Limestone

rincon Limestone

slate gray Stacked Stone

Stacked Stone

Mountain Ledge

Cobblestone

Limestone



Coal Canyon Cobblestone with a standard grout technique

Buckskin Mountain Ledge with a dry-stack grout technique

western 39



american Blend River Rock

yosemite River Rock

sonoma River Rock

sierra River Rock

40 western

chateau Country Rubble

Bordeaux Country Rubble

english Country Rubble western wisconsin Weather Edge

napa Valley Weather Edge

santa BarBara Sandstone

Country Rubble tm Weather Edge tm

River RockSandstone 



american Blend Creek Cobble yosemite Creek Cobblesierra Creek Cobble

Western Wisconsin Weather Edge with a dry-stack grout technique

western 41

Creek Cobble®



Bautista CapistranoAdobesolano CaminoAdobe carmelo CapistranoAdobe

42 western

16" L 15.5" L

3.5" H 3.5" H

12" W
7.5" W

adoBe large wall cap adoBe small wall cap

eldorado adobe®

From ancient dwellings to Southwestern pueblos, 
religious congregations and assemblies, adobe has 
provided character and warmth for centuries. And 
now, Eldorado conveys that same endearing ardor  
for your home.

Three warm, subtle color palettes comprise the adobe 
product line. Whether it’s installed as a monumental 
façade or a simple retaining wall, Eldorado Adobe 
is the perfect complement that projects timeless 
Southwestern charm. 

Solano CaminoAdobe with an overgrout technique.

Eldorado Adobe® Accents

CaminoAdobe tm CapistranoAdobe tm



Solano CaminoAdobe with an overgrout technique

western 43
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Willamette Broken Top with a standard grout technique

northwestern profiles
In general, the geology of the Pacific Northwest is characterized by darker tones; darker than that of the western United 

States. Consequently, many Northwestern regional profiles from Eldorado Stone reflect this darker color palette. 

From the dark gray-browns of the tailored, chisel-cut Broken Top to the mix of sienna brown and ashen gray ledge-

like stone of Mountain Ledge, each Northwestern regional profile is distinct.

Many Pacific Northwest structures were also built with an abundance of stone. Eldorado’s Northwestern Regional 

Profiles — which includes, among others, Weather Edge, Shadow Rock, Cobblestone and Stacked Stone honors the 

architecture by producing stone types respective of the region.

Eldorado Stone. The Most Believable Architectural Stone Veneer in the World.tm 



china  Mountain Ledge Panels

northwest River Rock

k-west Broken Top copper Mountain Ledge Panels

mountain Blend River Rock

willamette Broken Top warm springs Mountain Ledge Panels

northwestern wisconsin Weather Edge

northwestern 45

Mountain Ledge Panels

River Rock

cascade Quartz

Broken Top

Weather Edge tm Quartz



china mountain Stacked Stone

Brown Cobblestone

cascade Shadow Rock

sacramento Limestone

olympic Stacked Stone

gray Cobblestone

london Vintage Manormount saint helens Limestone

yorkshire Vintage Manor

46 northwestern

Shadow Rock

LimestoneCobblestone

Stacked Stone 

Vintage Manortm

northwest flintstone Monarch

Monarch
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Eldorado Profile Sizes 
stone height	 length	 thickness	 pages
ashlar  ................................................ 4" – 12" ...................................11" – 26" ................................. .625" – 3" ........................14
Bluffstone tm ..................................... 1" – 5.5" ..................................4" – 22" ................................... 1.375" – 3.5" ...................5, 35
Broken top ........................................ 1.5" – 10.25" ...........................3.25" – 21.75" ......................... 1.25" –3.125" ..................45
castle stone .................................... 4" – 14" ...................................5" – 17" ................................... 1.5" – 2" ..........................32
cliffstone ® ........................................ 1.25" –6" .................................4" – 22" ................................... 1" –2" ..............................16
coarsed stone tm .............................. 11.75" .....................................12", 18", 24", 30" .................... 1.5" .................................37 
coastal ledge tm ............................... 1" – 4" .....................................4" – 24" ................................... 1" – 2.75" ........................37 
coastalreef tm ................................... 4" – 12" ...................................4" – 16" ................................... 1.25" ...............................31, 37
coBBlestone .................................... 2.5" – 12" ................................4" – 21" ................................... 1.875" – 2.75" .................38, 46
country ruBBle tm............................ 2" – 18" ...................................4" – 18" ................................... 1" – 2.5" ..........................16, 32, 40
creek coBBle ®  ................................. 1.5" – 8" ..................................3" – 8" ..................................... 1" – 2.5" ..........................41
cypress ridge tm ................................ 1.25" – 18" ..............................4" – 24" ................................... 1" – 3.5" ..........................5
fieldledge ®  ....................................... 1.5" – 15" ................................5" – 18" ................................... 1.25" – 1.5" .....................9
granite  .............................................. 3" –18" ....................................5" – 24" ................................... 1.5" – 2.625" ...................35
hillstone®  ......................................... 1" – 12" ...................................3" – 18" ................................... 1" – 3.3125" ....................9
ledge quartz tm  ................................ 3" – 11" ...................................7" –28" .................................... 1" – 3" .............................35
limestone  ......................................... 2.25" – 8" ................................3.5" – 17" ................................ 1" – 2.5" ..........................13, 32, 38, 46
monarch  ........................................... 3" – 18" ...................................4" – 19" ................................... 1.375" – 2.875" ...............46
mountain ledge  .............................. 1" – 4" .....................................4" – 18" ................................... 1" – 3.5" ..........................6, 31, 38
mountain ledge panels  ............... 5" ............................................8", 12", 20" ............................. 1" – 2.5" ..........................6, 45
quarrystone ®  ................................. 1.25" – 15" ..............................6" – 22" ................................... 1" – 1.75" ........................37
quartz  ................................................ 3" – 18" ...................................6" – 22.25" .............................. 2.5" – 3.625" ...................45
riVer rock  ........................................ 1.5" – 15" ................................3" – 18" ................................... 2" – 3.5" ..........................14, 35, 40, 45
roughcut tm  ....................................... 2" – 11" ...................................2" – 18.375" ............................ 1.5" – 2.5" .......................13 
rustic ledge ®  .................................. 1" – 5" .....................................6.5" – 20" ................................ 1" – 2.5" ..........................10, 37 
sandstone  ........................................ 2" – 18" ...................................6" – 22" ................................... 1.875" – 3" ......................40
shadow rock  ................................... 2" – 10" ...................................5" – 24" ................................... 2" – 3.5" ..........................15, 32, 46
stacked stone  ................................ 4" ............................................8", 12", 20" ............................. .625" – 2" ........................10, 38, 46
top rock  ........................................... 2" – 20" ...................................5" – 24" ................................... 1" – 2.75" ........................15
Vintage manor tm  .............................. 4" – 12" ...................................8" – 16" ................................... 1" – 1.375" ......................46
weather edge tm  ............................... 1.25" – 8" ................................5" – 25" ................................... 1" – 3.5" ..........................35, 40, 45

brick
modenaBrick ® .................................. 2.5" .........................................8" ............................................ .75" – .875" .....................18
romaBrick ®  ...................................... 1.5" – 2" ..................................9" – 10.5" ................................ 1.125" – 1.25" .................19
tundraBrick ®  .................................. 2.5" .........................................7.875" ..................................... .875" ...............................19
ViaBrick ®  ............................................ 1.25" – 1.75" ...........................7" – 7.25" ................................ .875" ...............................18

adobe
caminoadoBe tm ................................. 5" ............................................15.5" ....................................... 1.375" – 1.5" ...................42
capistranoadoBe tm ........................ 3.5" .........................................15" .......................................... 1.25" ...............................42

* These are nominal ranges. Actual sizes may vary slightly.

photographer credits

Courtesy of Coastal Living Magazine 20
Costea Photography 17
Eric Figge Photography, Inc. 04
Jeremy Hess Photography 08 (top) and 34
John Bare Photography  08 (bottom), 11 (top), 12, 22, 39 (bottom) and 41
Linna Photographics 39 (top) and 44
Owen McGoldrick Photography 03 and 18
Reimers & Hollar Photographers 21, 36, 42 and 43
Roharik Photographic 33
Whitney Cox, Photographer 30 PRInTEd On 30% POST-COnSuMER WASTE FIBER 

And 50% TOTAL RECyCLEd FIBER uSInG ELEMEnTAL 

CHLORInE-FREE PuLP In An ACId-FREE And 

CHLORInE-FREE MAnuFACTuRInG COndITIOn TO 

MEET And ExCEEd ARCHIVAL STAndARdS.



www.eldoradostone.com

800.925.1491 

Because Eldorado Stone replicates natural stone, variations should, and 

can be expected. Even though colors in this brochure are as close to the 

actual stone as possible, photographic and printing techniques — and actual 

viewing conditions — can alter perception of color.

If you would like more information on prices, availability of stone, the 

name of your local distributor, or answers to any questions not covered in 

this brochure, please contact us. We would be happy to assist you with your 

stone building plans. Detailed installation instructions, specifications, 

technical information and test data is available upon request.


